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Abstract
The main purpose of this paper is to take apart the reducibility method in order to understand how its
pieces fit together, and in particular, to recast the conditions on candidates of reducibility as sheaf
conditions. there has been a feeling among experts on this subject that it should be possible to present
the reducibility method using more semantic means, and that a deeper understanding would then be
gained. This paper gives mathematical substance to this feeling, by presenting a generalization of the
reducibility method based on a semantic notion of realizability which uses the notion of a cover algebra
(as in abstract sheaf theory). A key technical ingredient is the introduction a new class of semantic
structures equipped with preorders, called pre-applicative structures. These structures need not be
extensional. In this framework, a general realizability theorem can be shown. Kleene's recursive
realizability and a variant of Kreisel's modified realizability both fit into this framework. We are then able to
prove a meta-theorem which shows that if a property of realizers satisfies some simple conditions, then it
holds for the semantic interpretations of all terms. Applying this theorem to the special case of the term
model, yields a general theorem for proving properties of typed λ-terms, in particular, strong normalization
and confluence. This approach clarifies the reducibility method by showing that the closure conditions on
candidates of reducibility can be viewed as sheaf conditions. the above approach is applied to the simplytyped λ-calculus (with types →, ×, +, and ⊥) , and to the second-order (polymorphic λ-calculus (with types
→ and ∀2), for which it yields a new theorem.
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Abstract. The main purpose of this paper is t o take apart the reducibility method in order t o
understand how its pieces fit together, and in particular, to recast the conditions on candidates of
reducibility as sheaf conditions. There has been a feeling among experts on this subject that it
should be possible t o present the reducibility method using more semantic means, and that a deeper
understanding would then be gained. This paper gives mathematical substance to this feeling, by
presenting a generalization of the reducibility method based on a semantic notion of realizability
which uses the notion of a cover algebra (as in abstract sheaf theory). A key technical ingredient is
the introduction a new class of semantic structures equipped with preorders, called pre-applicative
structures. These structures need not be extensional. In this framework, a general realizability theorem can be shown. Kleene's recursive realizability and a variant of Kreisel's modified realizability
both fit into this framework. We are then able t o prove a meta-theorem which shows that if a
property of realizers satisfies some simple conditions, then it holds for the semantic interpretations
of all terms. Applying this theorem to the special case of the term model, yields a general theorem
for proving properties of typed A-terms, in particular, strong normalization and confluence. This
approach clarifies the reducibility method by showing that the closure conditions on candidates of
reducibility can be viewed as sheaf conditions. The above approach is applied t o the simply-typed
A-calculus (with types 4 , X , +, and I),and t o the second-order (polymorphic) A-calculus (with
types i and V2), for which it yields a new theorem.
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Introduction

Kleene, Kreisel, and others ([13], [16], [26]), introduced realizability, a certain kind of semantics
for intuitionistic logic. Realizability can be used t o show that certain axioms are consistent with
certain intuitionistic theories of arithmetic, or t o show that certain axioms are not derivable in
these theories (see Kleene [14], Troelstra [26], Troelstra and van Dalen [27], and Beeson [I]). Tait
[24], introduced reducibility (or computability), as a technique for proving strong normalization for
the simply-typed A-calculus. Girard [7], introduced the method of the candidates of reducibility a
technique for proving strong normalization for the second-order typed A-calculus (and F,). Statman
[23] and Mitchell [20], observed that reducibility can be used t o prove other properties besides strong
normalization, for example, confluence.
The above lead t o some natural observations:
There are some similarities between reducibility and realizability, but they remain somewhat
implicit.
r

Proofs by reducibility use an interpretation of the types, but such interpretations are very
syntactical.

r

Proofs by reducibility seem t o involve the construction of certain kinds of models.

r

Proofs by reducibility use various inductive invariants (due t o Girard [6, 71, Tait [24,25], Krivine,
[17]), but it is hard t o see what they have in common.

These observations suggest the following two questions which are the primary concerns of this
paper:
1. What is the connection between realizability and reducibility?
2. Is is possible to give more "semantic" versions of proofs using reducibility?
This paper provides some answers t o the above questions. But before explaining our results,
we would like t o explain our motivations and our point of view a little more. Reducibility proofs
are seductive and thrilling, but also elusive. Following these proofs step-by-step, we see that they
"work" (when they are not wrong!), but I claim that most of us would still admit that they are not
sure why these proofs work! The situation is somewhat comparable t o driving a Ferrari ( I suppose):
the feeling of power is tremendous, but what exactly is under the hood? What kind of carburator,
what kind of valve mechanism, gives such power and flexibility?
For a number of years, I have tried t o take apart the wonderful engine of the reducibility
metlzod, look inside its carburator, etc. Mathematically, in order t o make some progress, it is
often necessary to understand the various axioms that are used in a complex proof. It is often
necessary t o understand which ingredients of a proof are incidental, and which are really crucial
t o the proof. For example, in reducibility proofs, since the objective is usually t o prove strong
normalization, conditions specific t o strong normalization are usually intimately mixed with other
conditions on candidates. However, this is placing somewhat of a straight-jacket on the method of
reducibility, and this is also somewhat confusing. Indeed, we know that other properties besides
strong normalization can be shown, even some that cannot follow from strong normalization, for

instance, head-normalization, in the case of the pure A-calculus (for several examples, see Icrivine
[17]).
Similarly, properties of substitutions are usually needed in middle of reducibility proofs, and I
often wondered why. Another instance of a confusing overlap is that in approaches where reducibility is generalized t o apply t o a general property 'P, it is assumed that F satisfies the candidate
conditions. As we shall see, this is unnecessary.
This paper consists of the observations that we find worth reporting, resulting from our many
attempts t o take the reducibility engine apart.
First, we found that it was necessary t o step away from the syntax t o have a clearer view.
Thus, we define an abstract notion of semantic realizability which uses the notion of a cover algebra (covering families used in abstract sheaf theory). For this, we introduce a new class of
structures equipped with preorders, called pre-applicalive structures. These structures need not be
extensional. Kleene's recursive realizability and a variant of Kreisel's modified realizability both
fit into this framework. In this setting, it turns out that the family (r[a]),ET of sets of realizers
associated with the types, is a sheaf. Secondly, we consider abstract properties P of these sets of
realizers. The main theorem is the following: provided that the abstract property P satisfies some
fairly simple conditions (P1)-(P5),if a type a is provable and M is a proof for g ,then the meaning
A[[MIJpof M is a realizer of a that satisfies the property F . As a corollary, considering the term
and I),we obtain simple proofs for
model for the simply-typed A-calculus (with types i ,x ,
strong nornialization and confluence. We also extend our method t o system F.

+,

We had previously disovered that it was possible t o prove a general meta-theorem for the simplytyped A-calculus (Gallier [5]). However, this previous work is still purely syntactical, and in our
opinion, the present work goes much further in clarifying the nature of the candidate conditions,
and separating the semantic from the syntactic components of reducibility proofs.
In our opinion, the new light on the reducibility method is that the conditions on the candidates
of reducibility are not just a lucky strike (nevetherless, we still admire Girard, Tait, and other
creators of the reducibility method for their remarkable intuition). In fact, these conditions can
be viewed as sheaf conditions. I remember vividly when this idea occurred t o me on December 8,
1992, while Jim Lipton was lecturing on cover conditions for sheaf models of intuitionistic logic.
E'or several weeks, Jim had been lecturing on realizability methods, and when he explained how
cover conditions unified all these approaches, I realized that the same idea coiild be applied t o the
conditions on candidates of reducibility. From that point on, it was very natural t o attempt to
define semantic realizability models of the reduction relation, and not of the convertibility relation
(which is probably what held people back). Indeed, these models are not models of A-calculi in
t h e traditional sense, since they are not models of the convertibility relation, but instead models of
the reduction relation. This idea is actually not new, and has been explored by Girard [8], Jacobs,
Margaria, and Zacchi [12], and Plotkin [22]. However, our class of models is new, and the way we
use them certainly appears t o be new, although the next paragraph ma.y attenuate our clairn. In
any case, our method has the advantage of dissociating the more semantic components of proofs
of reducibility from the purely syntactic components, which have t o do with the A-calculus under
consideration.
In a recent paper, Hyland and Ong [ll]show how strong nornialization proofs can be obtained
from the construction of a modified realizability topos. Very roughly, they show how a suitable

quotient of the strongly normalizing untyped terms can be made into a categorical (modified realizability) interpretation of system F. There is no doubt that Hyland and Ong's approach and
our approach are somewhat related, but the technical details are very different, and we are unable
t o make a precise comparison a t this point. What we can say is that our aim is not t o provide
a new class of categorical models, but rather t o provide a better axioniatization of the conditions
that make the proof go through. For this purpose, we believe that the notion of a cover algebra is
particularly well suited. Clea.rly, further work is needed t o clarify the connection between Hyland
and Ong's approach and ours.

In order t o motivate our approach and t o help the reader's intuition, we first sketch our approach
for the simply-typed A-calculus A.'
Recall that the types and the terms of A'

A[: : = c

1x 1

are given by the following grammar:

(1MM) 1 (Ax: 0. M ) .

The type-checking rules are as usual (see section 2), and we let A, denote the set of A-terms of
type a.
It is important t o observe that there are two classes of terms:

1. Those created by introduction rules, or I-terms, Ax: a. M ;
2. Those created by elimination rules, M N .
I-terms play a special role, because the only way to create a redez is t o combine a n I-term with
some other term. Terms that are not I-terms, a,re called simple, or neutral: x, c, MN.
Girard realized the importance of simple terms (see his (CR1-CR3)-conditions in Girard [7]).
However, Koletsos [15] realized the following crucial fact:

Fact: M N -lipQ , where Q is an I-term, only if M itself reduces to a n I-term.
Let P = (Po),ET be a family of properties of the simply-typed A-terms (that type-check). For
example, M E P, holds iff M is strongly normalizing (SN), or M E Po holds iff confluence holds
from M. In Gallier [5], we obtained the following theorem.

Theorem A. Let P be a family satisfying the conditions:

(PI) x E P, , c E P, , for every variable x and constant
(P2) If &I E P, and M -+p

c

of type a.

N , then N E P,.

(P3) If llrl is simple, M E PffiT,N E P,, and (Ax: a. M r ) N E P, whenever M
then ArlN E P,.

ip
Ax: a. M r ,

(P.2) If M E P,, then A x : a . M E P,,,.
(P5) If N E P, and M [ N / x ]E P,, then
(Ax: a. M)N E P,.
Then, P, holds for all terms of type a , i.e. P, = A,, for every a E I.
In particular, SN and corlfluence are easily shown t o satisfy conditions (P1)-(P5), and as a
corollary, we obtain that SN and confluence hold for A.'

The proof of Theorem A uses a version of reducibility in which the types are interpreted as
follows:
[Q]

10

-t

T]

a a base type,
= Pg,
= {M 1 M E P,,,, and for all N ,
if N E [ a ] then M N E [TI}.

The other crucial concept used in the proof is the notion of a P-candidate, inspired by the work
of Girard, Koletsos, and Mitchell.

A family S =
conditions:
(Sl)

of nonempty sets of terms is a P-candidate iff it satisfies the following

s, c Po-

(S2) If M E S, and M -+p

N, then N E S,.

(S3) If M is simple, M E P,, and Ax:?. M' E S, whenever M f

Ax:?.

M', then M t S,.

Condition (S3) can be rewritten as follows:
(S3) If M is simple, M E P,, and Q t S, whenever M

fp Q and Q is an I-term, then M

t S,.

The advantage of the above formulation is that it applies to more general calculi, as long as the
notion of an I-term is well-defined.
We now take the (somewhat wild) step of relating the previous concepts t o covers (in the sense
of Grothendieck) and sheaves (see MacLane and Moerdijk [18]). We can think of the set

as a cover of M.' Then, writing Cov,(C, M ) for "the set C covers M", condition (S3) can be
formulated as:
(53) If Cov,(C, M ) , and C C S,, then M E S,.
We can view S = ( S u ) o E as
~ a functor

S:L'Top+ Sets,
by letting S ( M ) = { a I M E S,}, where L'T is basically the term model, with preorder N 5 M iff
&I -*ipN . Indeed, (S2) says that S ( M ) 5 S ( N ) if N 3 M. Then, (S3) can be formulated as:

(S3) If Cov,(C, M ) , and a E S ( N ) for every N E C, then a E S ( M ) .
For those familar with sheaves, this looks like a "sheaf condition". Indeed, the covers arising
in reducibility proofs satisfy some conditions defined by Grothendieck in the sixties! These are the
conditions for Grothendieck topologies o n sites (see MacLane and Moerdijk [18]).
In order t o make all this clear, first, we need t o define some appropriate semantic structures
that will be our sites. Normally, sites are categories. Thus, we will consider semantic structures
'When M is a simple term that is not stubborn, see section 1 2 for details.

where the carriers are equipped with preorders. These preorders are a semantic version of reduction

i -*ip 1.
In order t o understand what motivated the definition of the semantic structures used in this
paper, it is useful t o review the usual definition of an applicative structure for the simply-typed Xcalculus (for example, as presented in Gunter [lo]). For simplicity, we are restricting our attention
t o arrow types. Let 7 be the set of simple types built up from some base types using the constructor
+. Given a signature C of function symbols, where each symbol in C is assigned some type in 7 ,
an applicative structure A is defined as a triple

where
(A"),E7 is a family of nonen~ptysets called carriers,
(app"~'),,,ET is a family of application operators, where each appO'T is a total function
app"~T:Aa'7 x A" i
AT;
and Const is a function assigning a member of A" t o every symbol in C of type a.
The meaning of simply-typed A-terms is usually defined using the notion of an environment,
or valuation. A valuation is a function p: X + U(AUjuET,where X is the set of term variables.
Although when nonempty carriers are considered (which is the case right now), it is not really
necessary t o consider judgements for interpreting A-terms, since we are going t o consider more
general applicative structures, we define the semantics of terms using judgements. Recall that a
judgement is an expression of the form r D M : a , where I?, called a context, is a set of variable
declarations of the form X I : 01,. . . , x,: on, where the xi are pairwise distinct and the a; are types,
iM is a simply-typed A-term, and a is a type. There is a standard proof system that allows t o typecheck terms. A term M type-checks with type a in the context r (where r contains an assignment
of types t o all the variables in M ) iff the judgement I' D M : a is derivable in this proof system.
Given a context r, we say that a valuation p satisfies r iff p(x) E A" for every x: a E r (in other
words, p respects the typing of the variables declared in I'). Then given a context r and a valuation
p satisfying I', the meaning [r D M : a l p of a judgement r D Dl:a is defined by induction on the
derivation of J? D M : a, according t o the following clauses:

[r D 2: n]IP= p(xj, if x is a variable;
[r D c: a l p = Const(c), if c is a constant;
[[rD MN: r]p = appul7([r B M : (a -+ r)]p, [r D N : al]p),
[IAx:
'D
a. M : ( a i r)]p = f , where f is the unique element of A""
[I', x: a D M : rIp[x: = a], for every a E A".

such that app"77(f , a ) =

Note t h a t in order for the element f E A""
t o be uniquely defined in the last clause, we
need t o make certain additional assumptions. First, we assume that we are considering extensional
if app( f , a ) = app(g, a ) for all a E A",
applicative structures, which means that for all f , g E A"",
the11 f = g. This condition garantees the uniqueness o f f if it exists. The second condition is more
technical, and asserts that each A" contains enough elements so that there is an element f E A""
such that appul'( f , a ) = [I', x: a D M: r]p[x: = a], for every a E A".

Note that each operator app"lT: A"" x A" + AT induces a function f un"lT: AUhT -+ [Au j AT],
where [A" 3 AT] denotes the set of functions from Au t o AT, defined such that
funu~'(f)(a) = appu"(f, a ) ,
for all f E A"'T,
and all a E Au. Then, extensionality is equivalent t o the fact that each funu*' is
+ [Au + AT] is the "curried" version of app"tT :
injective. Note that f unulT:
x A" -+ AT,
and it cxists because the category of sets is Cartesian-closed.
The clause defining [r D Ax: a. M : (a + r)]p suggests that a partial map abst"?': [Au + AT] -f
A"+, "abstracting" a function p E [A"
AT]into an element a b ~ t O ' ~ ( E9 )
can be defined.
For example, the function p defined such that p(a) = [I', x: at>M: r]p[x: = a] would be mapped t o
([I'D Ax: a. A{: ( a + r)]]p. In order for the resulting structure t o be a model of /3-reduction, we just
ha,ve t o require that funu7' and a b s t u t Tsatisfy the axiom

+

whenever p E [A" 3 AT] is in the domain of abstU>'. But now, observe that if pairs of operators
fun"tT, abstU7' satisfying the above axiom are defined, the injectivity of funu?' is superfluous for
defining [r D Ax: a. M : ( a -+ ? ) ] p .
Thus, by defining a more general kind of applicative structure using the operators funa~' and
ab~t"'~
we, can still give meanings t o A-terms, even when these structures are nonextensional. In
particular, our approach is an alternative t o the method where one considers applicative structures
with meaning functions, as for example in Mitchell [20]. In particular, the term structiire together
with the meaning function defined using substitution can be seen t o be an applicative structure
according t o our definition. In fact, this approach allows us to go further. We can assume that
each carrier Au is equipped with a preorder d u ,and rather than considering the equality

we can consider inequalities

>

f ~ n ~ " ( a b s t " ~ ~ ( py.
))
This way, we can deal with intentional (nonapplicative) structures that model reduction rather
than conversion. We learned from Gordon Plotkin that models of P-reduction (or Pv-reduction)
have been considered before, in particular by Girard [8], Jacobs, Margaria, and Zacchi [12], and
Plotkin [22]. However, except for Girard who studies qualitative domains for system F, the other
authors consider models of the untyped A-calculus. A brief presentation of these models can be
found a t the end of section 3.
Let us now briefly discuss how t o generalize the above approach t o the second-order (polymorphic) A-calculus (with types -+ and 'd2). For this, we generalize pre-applicative structures. We now
have a. type algebra T, that we use t o interpret the (syntactic) types. Then, the set of realizers
rj[a]p associated with a type a depends on a valuation p that assigns a pair (s, S) t o every type
variable, where s is an element of the type algebra T, and S is the s-component of some sheaf
S = (Ss)sET. In this setting, it turns out that the family ( r i [ ~ l ] pof) sets
~~~
of realizers associated
with the types, is itself a sheaf. Actually, we consider abstract properties P of these sets of realizers. T h e main theorem is the following: provided that the abstract property P satisfies some fairly

simple conditions (P1)-(P5), if I? D M: 0 and p(y) E ri[S]p for every y: 5 E r, then the meaning
Air D M: a l p of I' D M : a is a realizer of 0 that satisfies the property P . As an application, considering a suitable term model for the second-order A-calculus, we obtain a new theorem for proving
AS a corollary, we obtain simple proofs for strong ~zorrnalizationand
properties of terms in
confluence. This approach sheds some new light on the reducibility method and the conditions on
the candidates of reducibility. These conditions can be viewed as sheaf conditions.
In order t o understand what motivated our definition of second-order pre-applicative structures,
it is useful t o review the definition of an applicative structure for the second-order (polymorphic)
A-calculus. In order t o deal with second-order types, first, we need to provide an interpretation
of the type variables. Thus, as in Breazu-Tannen and Coquand [2], we assume that we have a n
algebra of types, which consists of a quadruple

where T is a nonempty set of types, +: T x T -+ T is a binary operation on T, [T + TI is a
nonempty set of functions from T t o T, and V is a function V: [T + TI -+ T. We hope that readers
will forgive us for denoting an algebra of types (T, +, [T + TI, V) with the same symbol T.
Intuitively, given a valuation 0:V + T (where V is the set of type variables), a type a E I will
be interpreted as an element [an0 of T. Then, a second-order applicative structure is defined as a
tuple
(T, (A')~ET,( ~ P P ' > ~ ) I~(, t~aE~T~ ' ) m t ~ - ~ ] ) ,
where

7' is an algebra of types;
( A S ) s Eis~ a family of nonempty sets called carriers,
(appStt)s,tcT is a family of application operators, where each apps>t is a total function
appslt:
x AS -+ At;
(tapp')Oc(T+Tl is a family of type-application operators, where each t a p p a is a total function
taPP ':A"(') x T + u ( A ' ( ~ ) ) ~ such
~ ~ , that tappQ(f, t ) E
for every f E A"('), and
every t E T.
In order t o define second-order applicative structures using operators like f u n and a b s t , we
~ ~ .this, we define
need t o define the curried version tfun' of t a p p @ :A"(@) x T + U ( A @ ( ' ) ) ~ For
a kind of dependent product nB(As)sET(see definition 14.2). Then, we have families of operators
na(AS)sET,and tabst': nQ(AS),ET -+ A'(@), for every @ [, [T + TI.
tfun': A"(')
-+

This paper is organized as follows. The syntax of the simply-typed A-calculus
is
reviewed in section 2. Pre-applicative structures for A' are defined in section 3, and some examples
are given. The crucial notions of P-cover algebras and of P-sheaves are defined for A' in section 4.
The notion of P-realizability is defined for A' in sectioiz 5. In section 6, it is shown how t o interpret
terms in A' in pre-applicative structures. The realizability theorem for the typed A-calculus A'
is shown in section 7. Pre-applicative structures for the typed A-calculus
are defined in
section 8. The notions of P-cover algebras and P-realizability are extended t o A ' ~ X ~ S ~ L in section
9. In section 10, it is shown how to interpret terms in A'*X~+~L in pre-applicative structures. The
realizability theorem for the typed A-calculus x ' ~ ~ ~ + ~
is ' shown in section 11. Section 12 contains
~

A + > x ) f 3 L

'
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